1O4                               THE METALLURGY OF GOLD.
oft at an angle of about 45° and closed by a screen of sheet-iron, B, in which a,  number of half-inch holes are punched, so that the fine dirt is allowed to pass through while the stones are retained.   Below the screen is the upper end of the riffle-box, C, which is usually about 9 feet long, 3 feet wide, and at about -fcb.e same inclination as the upper trough.    It is fitted with several riffles, -which are sometimes supplied with mercury.   In working, a stream of water enters at the upper end of the sluice-box, into which gravel is continually sliovelled, while a man breaks up the lumps with a fork, removes the large stones, and puddles the lumps of clay.   Two to four men can work at one -torn, and wash about five times as much in a day as can be done by one or two men with the cradle.   Only the coarse gold is caught, and the machine-is   only suitable for washing small quantities of rich dirt where there is a plentiful supply of water.    The material caught by the riffles is scraped oiat occasionally and panned, but the riffle-box is too short for close saving of the gold.
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Fig. 30.—Long-Tom.
The Puddling-tub.—When water is scarce, as was the ease in many places in. Australia where rich gravels were found, the long-torn is inadmissible, £tn.d the puddling-tub is resorted to. This is particularly well adapted for •washing clays, and is still used to disintegrate lumps of clay encountered in sluicing operations. It consists of one-half of a barrel which has been sawn in two ; into this dirt is dumped and stirred up with water by means of a rake, until all the clay is held in suspension in the water, when a plui* ^t few inches from the bottom is removed, and tin* slime run off. The opera -fcion is repeated until the tub is filled with gravel and sand to the level of -fclie plug-hole and this residue is then shovelled out and washed by the pun, -fclie cradle, or by sluicing. Large boxes were, used in Australia in this way in. early days, the rakes being worked by horse or steam-power; in IHfJO n.o less than 3,958 boxes, worked by horses, were in use in Vic toria alone.1
The cradle, long-torn and puddling-!,ub are now little used in districts \vliere work has been carried on for a long time except by the Chinese, who g;£iin a precarious livelihood with their help by washing over the heaps of -fca,ilings accumulated from sluicing or hydraulic mining operations in Australia €tnd California.
In new districts, however, for a short time after shallow deposits have Tbeen discovered, they are still extensively used. At Klondike! and at (Jape USTome, for example, thousands of diggers used them, latter day improvements on the old cradle being especially numerous.
The Siberian Troughs—In Siberia, in the Urals and in the. valleys of -fclie Obi, the Yenisei and the Lena, individual workers still exclusively use
1  Philips, Metallurgy of Gold and Stiver, 18G7, p. KW.
2 -Fo? fur*ber particulars see the account given by Cumenge and Fuchn in Fn-my'H Eney.
, Lor, Part in., 1st Section, 12; and also Le vat, UOr en Mbtric Oriental f, Pa'nn, 1H1>7.

